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CONNECTEDNESS PROPERTIES OF THE SET WHERE
THE ITERATES OF AN ENTIRE FUNCTION ARE BOUNDED
JOHN OSBORNE
Abstract. We investigate some connectedness properties of the set of points
K(f) where the iterates of an entire function f are bounded. In particular, we
describe a class of transcendental entire functions for which an analogue of the
Branner-Hubbard conjecture holds and show that, for such functions, if K(f)
is disconnected then it has uncountably many components. We give examples
to show that K(f) can be totally disconnected, and we use quasiconformal
surgery to construct a function for which K(f) has a component with empty
interior that is not a singleton.
1. Introduction
Denote the nth iterate of an entire function f by fn, for n ∈ N. For any z ∈ C,
we call the sequence (fn(z))n∈N the orbit of z under f . This paper concerns the
set K(f) of points whose orbits are bounded under iteration,
K(f) = {z ∈ C : (fn(z))n∈N is bounded}.
This set has been much studied where f is a non-linear polynomial but has
received less attention where f is transcendental entire.
We assume that the reader is familiar with the main ideas of one-dimensional
complex dynamics, for which we refer to [8, 9, 13, 25]. For convenience, we give a
brief summary of relevant background and terminology at the end of this section,
including definitions of the Fatou set F (f), the Julia set J(f) and the escaping
set I(f).
If f is a non-linear polynomial, then K(f) is a compact set called the filled
Julia set of f , and we have J(f) = ∂K(f) and K(f) = C \ I(f). If f is a
transcendental entire function, then it remains true that J(f) = ∂K(f) (since
K(f) is completely invariant and any Fatou component that meets K(f) lies in
K(f)), but K(f) is not closed or bounded and is not the complement of I(f).
Indeed, there are always points in J(f) that are in neither I(f) nor K(f) [4,
Lemma 1], and there may also be points in F (f) with the same property [16,
Example 1].
Bergweiler [10, Theorem 2] has recently shown that there exist transcendental
entire functions for which the Hausdorff dimension of K(f) is arbitrarily close
to 0. This is perhaps surprising given the result of Baran´ski, Karpin´ska and
Zdunik [6] that the Hausdorff dimension of K(f)∩J(f) is strictly greater than 1
when f is in the Eremenko-Lyubich class B (so that the set of all critical values
and finite asymptotic values of f is bounded).
These results raise questions about the topological nature of K(f) where f is
transcendental entire, and in this paper we explore some of its connectedness
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properties. In particular, we give some results on the number of components
of K(f), and we exhibit a class of transcendental entire functions for which
K(f) is totally disconnected if and only if each component of K(f) containing
a critical point is aperiodic, that is, not periodic (so that an analogue of the
Branner-Hubbard conjecture holds).
It is well known that, if f is a non-linear polynomial and K(f) contains all of
the finite critical points of f , then both J(f) and K(f) are connected, whilst if
at least one finite critical point belongs to C \K(f) then each of J(f) and K(f)
has uncountably many components; see, for example, Milnor [25, Theorem 9.5].
For a general transcendental entire function, Baker and Domı´nguez have shown
that J(f) is either connected or has uncountably many components [3, Theo-
rem B], but no corresponding result is known for K(f). However, a result of
Rippon and Stallard [32, Theorem 5.2] easily gives the following.
Theorem 1.1. Let f be a transcendental entire function. Then K(f) is either
connected or has infinitely many components.
A simple example of a function for which K(f) is connected is the exponential
function
f(z) = λez, where 0 < λ < 1/e.
Recall that, for this function, F (f) consists of the immediate basin of an attract-
ing fixed point, so that F (f) ⊂ K(f). Since F (f) is connected and F (f) = C,
it follows that K(f) is also connected.
At the other extreme, we give several examples in this paper of functions for
which K(f) is totally disconnected, including the function
f(z) = z + 1 + e−z,
first studied by Fatou (see Example 5.4).
We now give a new result on the components of K(f) ∩ J(f) for a general
transcendental entire function, and a stronger result than Theorem 1.1 on the
components of K(f) for a particular class of functions.
Definition 1.2. We say that a transcendental entire function f is strongly
polynomial-like if there exist sequences (Vn), (Wn) of bounded, simply connected
domains with smooth boundaries such that Vn ⊂ Vn+1 andWn ⊂ Wn+1 for n ∈ N,⋃
n∈N Vn =
⋃
n∈NWn = C and each of the triples (f ;Vn,Wn) is a polynomial-like
mapping in the sense of Douady and Hubbard [15].
We prove the following.
Theorem 1.3. Let f be a transcendental entire function.
(a) Either K(f) ∩ J(f) is connected, or else every neighbourhood of a point in
J(f) meets uncountably many components of K(f) ∩ J(f).
(b) If f is strongly polynomial-like then either K(f) is connected, or else ev-
ery neighbourhood of a point in J(f) meets uncountably many components
of K(f).
Remarks. 1. We note that K(f) ∩ J(f) can be connected, for example when
f(z) = sin z. For in proving the connectedness of J(f) in [14, Theorem 4.1],
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Domı´nguez also showed that the union E of the boundaries of all Fatou compo-
nents is connected. Since, for this function, all Fatou components are bounded
and F (f) ⊂ K(f), it follows that E ⊂ K(f) ∩ J(f) ⊂ J(f) and hence that
K(f)∩ J(f) is connected. A similar argument shows that K(f) is connected.
2. We know of no example of a strongly polynomial-like function f for which
K(f) is connected.
Another well known result from polynomial dynamics says that, if f is a non-
linear polynomial, then K(f) is totally disconnected if all of the critical points
of f lie outside K(f); see for example [13, p. 67]. More generally, it has recently
been proved [27] that if f is such a polynomial then a component of K(f) is
a singleton if and only if its orbit includes no periodic component containing a
critical point. In particular, this proved the Branner-Hubbard conjecture, that
K(f) is totally disconnected if and only if each component of K(f) containing a
critical point is aperiodic (for another proof of the Branner-Hubbard conjecture
see [22]).
It is natural to ask whether an analogous result holds for transcendental entire
functions. In the following theorem we show that this is the case if f is strongly
polynomial-like.
Theorem 1.4. Let f be a strongly polynomial-like transcendental entire function
and let K be a component of K(f).
(a) The component K is a singleton if and only if the orbit of K includes no
periodic component of K(f) containing a critical point. In particular, if K
is a wandering component of K(f), then K is a singleton.
(b) The interior of K is either empty or consists of bounded, non-wandering
Fatou components. If these Fatou components are not Siegel discs, then they
are Jordan domains.
Corollary 1.5. Let f be a strongly polynomial-like transcendental entire func-
tion.
(a) All except at most countably many components of K(f) are singletons.
(b) K(f) is totally disconnected if and only if each component of K(f) containing
a critical point is aperiodic.
The following alternative characterization of strongly polynomial-like functions
is useful for checking that functions are strongly polynomial-like, and may be of
independent interest. Here and elsewhere in the paper we say that a set S ⊂ C
surrounds a set or a point if that set or point lies in a bounded complementary
component of S.
Theorem 1.6. A transcendental entire function f is strongly polynomial-like if
and only if there exists a sequence of bounded, simply connected domains (Dn)n∈N
such that
• Dn ⊂ Dn+1, for n ∈ N,
•
⋃
n∈NDn = C, and
• f(∂Dn) surrounds Dn, for n ∈ N.
Our final result shows that there are large classes of transcendental entire func-
tions which have the property of being strongly polynomial-like. The terminology
used in this theorem is explained in Section 4.
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Theorem 1.7. A transcendental entire function f is strongly polynomial-like if
there exists an unbounded sequence (rn) of positive real numbers such that
m(rn, f) := min{|f(z)| : |z| = rn} > rn, for n ∈ N.
In particular, this is the case if one of the following conditions holds:
(a) f has a multiply connected Fatou component;
(b) f has growth not exceeding order 1
2
, minimal type;
(c) f has finite order and Fabry gaps;
(d) f has a sufficiently strong version of the pits effect.
Remark. In the following notes, we clarify the relationship between the results
in this paper for strongly polynomial-like functions, and earlier results for tran-
scendental entire functions with the property that a certain subset AR(f) of the
escaping set has a geometric form known as a spider’s web (we refer to [31] for
the terminology used here).
• It follows from Theorem 1.6 and [31, Lemma 7.2] that if AR(f) is a spider’s
web then f is strongly polynomial-like. However, the converse is not true
- see [33, Theorem 1.2].
• Theorem 1.7 is similar to [31, Theorem 1.9], which gave various classes
of functions for which AR(f) is a spider’s web. However, in Theorem 1.7
we do not need the additional regular growth condition that was required
for several of the function classes in [31, Theorem 1.9].
• Theorem 1.4 is a generalisation to strongly polynomial-like functions of
results previously proved for functions with an AR(f) spider’s web in [26,
Theorem 1.5].
The organisation of this paper is as follows. In Section 2, we recall the def-
inition of a polynomial-like mapping and prove the analogue of the Branner-
Hubbard conjecture for strongly polynomial-like functions (Theorem 1.4 and
Corollary 1.5). Section 3 contains the proofs of our results on the number of
components of K(f) (Theorems 1.1 and 1.3). In Section 4, we prove Theorems
1.6 and 1.7 on strongly polynomial-like functions. In Section 5, we give several ex-
amples of transcendental entire functions for which K(f) is totally disconnected.
Finally, in Section 6, we use quasiconformal surgery to construct a transcenden-
tal entire function for which K(f) has a component with empty interior which
is not a singleton.
Background and terminology
We summarise here some ideas and terminology from one-dimensional complex
dynamics that are used throughout this paper. In what follows, f is an entire
function.
The Fatou set F (f) is the set of points z ∈ C such that the family of functions
{fn : n ∈ N} is normal in some neighbourhood of z, and the Julia set J(f) is
the complement of F (f). The escaping set I(f) is the set of points whose orbits
tend to infinity,
I(f) = {z ∈ C : fn(z)→∞ as n→∞}.
If we say that the set S is completely invariant under a function f , we mean
that z ∈ S if and only if f(z) ∈ S. Each of the sets J(f), F (f), I(f) and K(f)
is completely invariant.
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A component of the Fatou set F (f) is often referred to as a Fatou component. If
U = U0 is a Fatou component, then for each n ∈ N, f
n(U) ⊂ Un for some Fatou
component Un. If U = Un for some n ∈ N, we say that U is periodic; otherwise,
we say that it is aperiodic. If U is not eventually periodic, i.e. if Um 6= Un for
all n > m ≥ 0, then U is called wandering. Wandering Fatou components can
occur for transcendental entire functions but not for polynomials [2, 36]. There
are four possible types of periodic Fatou components for a transcendental entire
function, namely immediate attracting basins, immediate parabolic basins, Siegel
discs and Baker domains. We refer to [9] for the definitions and properties of
such components.
If K is a component of K(f), we call the sequence of components Kn such that
fn(K) ⊂ Kn the orbit of K. Periodic, aperiodic and wandering components
of K(f) are defined as for components of F (f). Periodic components of K(f)
always exist and wandering components may exist, both for polynomials (since
at most countably many components of J(f) are eventually periodic; see, for
example, [24]) and for transcendental entire functions (see, for example, [26,
Theorem 1.2]).
The dynamical behaviour of an entire function f is much affected by its critical
values and finite asymptotic values. If f ′(z) = 0 we say that z is a critical point
and f(z) is a critical value of f . A finite asymptotic value of f is a point a ∈ C
such that there is a curve γ : [0,∞) → C with γ(t) → ∞ and f(γ(t)) → a as
t → ∞. Finite asymptotic values can occur for transcendental entire functions
but not for polynomials.
2. Proofs of theorem 1.4 and corollary 1.5
In this section, we prove the analogue of the Branner-Hubbard conjecture for
strongly polynomial-like functions, and some related results (Theorem 1.4 and
Corollary 1.5).
First, we recall Douady and Hubbard’s definition of a polynomial-like mapping
and its filled Julia set (see Chapter VI of [13], and [15]).
Definition 2.1. Let V and W be bounded, simply connected domains with
smooth boundaries such that V ⊂W . Let f be a proper analytic mapping of V
onto W with d-fold covering, where d ≥ 2. Then the triple (f ;V,W ) is termed
a polynomial-like mapping of degree d. The filled Julia set K(f ;V,W ) of the
polynomial-like mapping (f ;V,W ) is defined to be the set of all points whose
orbits lie entirely in V , i.e.
K(f ;V,W ) =
⋂
k≥0
f−k(V ).
The proof of Theorem 1.4 relies on Douady and Hubbard’s Straightening Theo-
rem for polynomial-like mappings, which is as follows.
Theorem 2.2. [15, Theorem 1] If (f ;V,W ) is a polynomial-like mapping of
degree d ≥ 2, then there exists a quasiconformal mapping φ : C → C and a
polynomial g of degree d such that φ ◦ f = g ◦ φ on V . Moreover
φ(K(f ;V,W )) = K(g),
where K(g) is the filled Julia set of the polynomial g.
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We also need the following recent results from polynomial dynamics.
Theorem 2.3. [27] For a non-linear polynomial g, a component of K(g) is a sin-
gleton if and only if its orbit includes no periodic component of K(g) containing
a critical point.
Theorem 2.4. [34, 35] If g is a non-linear polynomial, then any bounded com-
ponent of F (g) which is not a Siegel disc is a Jordan domain.
Finally, we make use of the following topological result.
Lemma 2.5. A countable union of compact, totally disconnected subsets of C is
totally disconnected.
Proof. This is an immediate consequence of the following results, which may be
found in Hurewicz and Wallman [19, Chapter II]:
• a compact, separable metric space is totally disconnected if and only if it
is 0-dimensional;
• a separable metric space which is the countable union of 0-dimensional
closed subsets of itself is 0-dimensional;
• every 0-dimensional, separable metric space is totally disconnected.
Here, a non-empty space is 0-dimensional if each of its points has arbitrarily
small neighbourhoods with empty boundaries. 
We are now in a position to give the proof of Theorem 1.4 and Corollary 1.5.
Proof of Theorem 1.4. Since f is strongly polynomial-like, it follows from Def-
inition 1.2 that there exist sequences (Vn), (Wn) of bounded, simply connected
domains with smooth boundaries such that Vn ⊂ Vn+1 andWn ⊂ Wn+1 for n ∈ N,⋃
n∈N Vn =
⋃
n∈NWn = C and each of the triples (f ;Vn,Wn) is a polynomial-like
mapping.
Let K(f ;Vn,Wn) denote the filled Julia set of the polynomial-like mapping
(f ;Vn,Wn). Then clearly we have
K(f ;Vn,Wn) ⊂ K(f ;Vn+1,Wn+1), for n ∈ N,
and
(2.1) K(f) =
⋃
n∈N
K(f ;Vn,Wn).
Now let K be a component of K(f) whose orbit includes no periodic component
of K(f) containing a critical point. We show that K must be a singleton.
For each n ∈ N, define
Kn = K ∩K(f ;Vn,Wn).
Then K =
⋃
n∈NKn, and since any component of K(f ;Vn,Wn) must lie in a
single component of K(f) it follows that, where Kn 6= ∅, each component of
Kn must be a component of K(f ;Vn,Wn). In particular, each component of Kn
must be compact.
Moreover, no component of Kn can have an orbit which includes a periodic
component of K(f ;Vn,Wn) containing a critical point. For any such periodic
component of K(f ;Vn,Wn) would lie in a periodic component of K(f), and
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since Kn ⊂ K, the orbit of K would then include a periodic component of K(f)
containing a critical point, contrary to our assumption.
Now it follows from Theorem 2.2 that, for each n ∈ N, there exists a quasiconfor-
mal mapping φn : C→ C and a polynomial gn of the same degree as (f ;Vn,Wn)
such that φn ◦ f = gn ◦ φn on V n, and
(2.2) φn(K(f ;Vn,Wn)) = K(gn),
where K(gn) is the filled Julia set of the polynomial gn.
Thus it follows from (2.2) and Theorem 2.3, and the fact that critical points
are preserved by the quasiconformal mapping, that every component of Kn is a
singleton, i.e. Kn is totally disconnected, for each n ∈ N. Lemma 2.5 now gives
that K is totally disconnected, and since K is connected it must be a singleton.
For the converse, suppose now that a component K of K(f) is a singleton. Then
it follows from (2.1) that there exists N ∈ N such thatK is a singleton component
of K(f ;Vn,Wn) for all n ≥ N . Thus, by (2.2) and Theorem 2.3, for each n ≥ N
the orbit of K can include no periodic component of K(f ;Vn,Wn) containing a
critical point. The desired converse now follows from (2.1).
Finally, since by definition the orbit of a wandering component of K(f) contains
no periodic component, it follows that every wandering component of K(f) is a
singleton. This completes the proof of part (a).
To prove part (b) note first that, for any transcendental entire function f , since
J(f) = ∂K(f) it is immediate that for any component K of K(f) we have
∂K ⊂ J(f) and int(K) ⊂ F (f).
Now let f be strongly polynomial-like, and let K be a component of K(f) with
non-empty interior. As in the proof of part (a), we write K =
⋃
n∈NKn where
Kn = K ∩K(f ;Vn,Wn),
so Kn has non-empty interior for sufficiently large n. Then, since every com-
ponent of Kn is a component of K(f ;Vn,Wn), it follows from (2.2) that the
interior of a component of Kn is quasiconformally homeomorphic to the interior
of a component of the filled Julia set K(gn) of the polynomial gn, which con-
sists of bounded Fatou components that are non-wandering by Sullivan’s theo-
rem [36]. Evidently, therefore, if a Fatou component U of f meets Kn, we have
U ⊂ Kn, and it follows that all Fatou components in K(f) are bounded and
non-wandering. Since Siegel discs and Jordan curves are preserved by the quasi-
conformal mapping, the remainder of part (b) now follows from Theorem 2.4. 
Proof of Corollary 1.5. Since f is strongly polynomial-like, it follows from The-
orem 1.4(a) that a component K of K(f) is a singleton unless the orbit of K
includes a periodic component of K(f) containing a critical point. Part (a) now
follows because f can have at most countably many critical points.
If K(f) is totally disconnected then all of its components are singletons, so
part (b) follows immediately from Theorem 1.4(a). 
Remark. Zheng [38, Theorem 2], [39, Theorem 4] has shown that, if f is a tran-
scendental entire function for which there exists an unbounded sequence (rn) of
positive real numbers such that
m(rn, f) > rn, for n ∈ N,
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and if U is a component of F (f), then
(i) if U contains a point z0 such that {f
n(z0) : n ∈ N} is bounded, then U is
bounded, and
(ii) if U is wandering, then there exists a subsequence of fn on U tending to∞.
It follows that, for such functions, the interior of K(f) consists of bounded, non-
wandering Fatou components. As these functions are strongly polynomial-like
by Theorem 1.7, the first part of Theorem 1.4(b) is a generalisation of Zheng’s
results.
3. Proofs of theorems 1.1 and 1.3
In this section we prove Theorems 1.1 and 1.3, which concern the number of
components of K(f) and K(f)∩J(f) when f is a transcendental entire function.
Theorem 1.1 is a consequence of the following result due to Rippon and Stallard.
Here E(f) is the exceptional set of f , i.e. the set of points with a finite backwards
orbit under f (which for a transcendental entire function contains at most one
point).
Theorem 3.1. [32, Theorem 5.2] Let f be a transcendental entire function.
Suppose that the set S is completely invariant under f , and that J(f) = S ∩ J(f).
Then exactly one of the following holds:
(1) S is connected;
(2) S has exactly two components, one of which is a singleton {α}, where α is a
fixed point of f and α ∈ E(f) ∩ F (f);
(3) S has infinitely many components.
Proof of Theorem 1.1. Since K(f) is completely invariant and dense in J(f), it
is evident that the conditions of Theorem 3.1 hold with S = K(f). Case (2)
cannot occur since if z ∈ F (f) has bounded orbit, then so does a neighbourhood
of z in F (f). 
Theorem 1.3 gives a new result on components of K(f) ∩ J(f) for a general
transcendental entire function, and also shows that we can improve on Theo-
rem 1.1 for strongly polynomial-like functions. Our proof of this result uses the
well-known blowing up property of J(f):
if f is an entire function, K is a compact set, K ⊂ C \ E(f) and G is
an open neighbourhood of z ∈ J(f), then there exists N ∈ N such that
fn(G) ⊃ K, for all n ≥ N.
We also need the following lemmas.
Lemma 3.2. [28, Lemma 3.1] Let C ⊂ C. Then C is disconnected if and only
if there is a closed connected set A ⊂ C such that C ∩ A = ∅ and at least two
different connected components of C \A intersect C.
Lemma 3.3. [30, Lemma 1] Let En, n ≥ 0, be a sequence of compact sets in C,
and f : C→ Ĉ be a continuous function such that
f(En) ⊃ En+1, for n ≥ 0.
Then there exists ζ such that fn(ζ) ∈ En, for n ≥ 0.
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If f is also meromorphic and En∩J(f) 6= ∅ for n ≥ 0, then there exists ζ ∈ J(f)
such that fn(ζ) ∈ En, for n ≥ 0.
Proof of Theorem 1.3. We first prove part (a). If K(f) ∩ J(f) is disconnected,
then it follows from Lemma 3.2 that there exists a continuum Γ ⊂ (K(f)∩J(f))c
with two complementary components, G1 and G2 say, each of which contains
points in K(f) ∩ J(f).
Suppose, then, that zi ∈ Gi ∩K(f) ∩ J(f) for i = 1, 2, and let Hi be a bounded
open neighbourhood of zi compactly contained in Gi. Since J(f) is perfect we
may without loss of generality assume that neither H1 nor H2 meets E(f).
Now let z be an arbitrary point in J(f), and let V be a bounded open neigh-
bourhood of z. Then, by the blowing up property of J(f), there exists K ∈ N
such that
(3.1) fk(V ) ⊃ H1 ∪H2
for all k ≥ K. Furthermore, there exists M ≥ K such that
(3.2) fm(H1) ⊃ H1 ∪H2 and f
m(H2) ⊃ H1 ∪H2,
for all m ≥M.
Now let s = s1s2s3 . . . be an infinite sequence of 1s and 2s. We show that each
such sequence s can be associated with the orbit of a point in V ∩K(f) ∩ J(f),
as follows.
Put S0 = V and, for n ∈ N, put Sn = H i if sn = i. It follows from (3.1), (3.2)
and Lemma 3.3 that there exists a point ζs ∈ J(f) such that f
Mn(ζs) ∈ Sn for
n ≥ 0. In particular, ζs ∈ V . Furthermore, for all k ≥ 0 we have
fk(ζs) ∈
M−1⋃
j=0
f j(V ) ∪ f j(H1 ∪H2),
so ζs has bounded orbit and thus lies in K(f).
Now the points in V ∩K(f)∩J(f) whose orbits are associated with two different
infinite sequences of 1s and 2s must lie in different components of K(f) ∩ J(f).
For if two such sequences first differ in the Nth term, then the MNth iterate of
one point will lie in G1 and the other in G2. Thus, if the two points were in the
same componentK ofK(f)∩J(f), then fMN(K) would meet Γ ⊂ (K(f)∩J(f))c,
which is a contradiction.
Now there are uncountably many possible infinite sequences s = s1s2s3 . . . of 1s
and 2s, so we have shown that every neighbourhood of an arbitrary point in J(f)
meets uncountably many components of K(f) ∩ J(f), as required.
The proof of part (b) is similar, but we now make the additional assumption
that f is strongly polynomial-like. Since we are assuming that K(f) is discon-
nected, it follows from Lemma 3.2 that there is a continuum in K(f)c with two
complementary components, each of which contains points in K(f). As in the
proof of part (a), we label the continuum Γ and the complementary components
G1 and G2.
We show that, in fact, each of G1 and G2 must contain points in K(f)∩J(f). For
if not, Gi ⊂ F (f) for some i ∈ {1, 2}. However, since f is strongly polynomial-
like, it follows from Theorem 1.4(b) that the Fatou component U containing Gi
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must be bounded and non-wandering, so that U ⊂ K(f). Thus U ⊂ Gi, which
is a contradiction.
So, as before, we may choose zi ∈ Gi ∩ K(f) ∩ J(f) for i = 1, 2, and bounded
open neighbourhoodsHi of zi compactly contained inGi. The proof now proceeds
exactly as for the proof of part (a), but we conclude that points in V ∩ K(f)
whose orbits are associated with two different infinite sequences of 1s and 2s must
lie in different components of K(f). It then follows that every neighbourhood of
an arbitrary point in J(f) meets uncountably many components of K(f). 
Remark. It follows from Theorem 1.3(b) and Corollary 1.5(a) that, if f is strongly
polynomial-like, then K(f) has uncountably many singleton components.
4. strongly polynomial-like functions
In this section we prove Theorem 1.6, which gives a useful equivalent characteriza-
tion of a strongly polynomial-like function, and Theorem 1.7, which gives several
large classes of transcendental entire functions which are strongly polynomial-
like.
Proof of Theorem 1.6. First, suppose that f is strongly polynomial-like and let
(Vn), (Wn) be the sequences of bounded, simply connected domains in Defini-
tion 1.2. Since (f ;Vn,Wn) is a polynomial-like mapping, it follows that V n ⊂Wn
and f(∂Vn) = ∂Wn, for n ∈ N. Moreover, taking a subsequence of (Vn)n∈N if
necessary, we can assume that Wn ⊂ Vn+1 for n ∈ N. Putting Dn = Vn for n ∈ N
then gives a sequence of domains with the properties stated in the theorem.
For the converse, let (Dn)n∈N be a sequence of bounded, simply connected do-
mains with the properties stated in the theorem. Since f(Dn) is bounded, we
may assume without loss of generality that
(4.1) f(Dn) ⊂ Dn+1, for n ∈ N.
Now, for each n ∈ N, let Γn be a smooth Jordan curve that surrounds Dn+1 and
lies in the complementary component of f(∂Dn+1) containing Dn+1. Observe
that it follows from the properties of the sequence (Dn)n∈N that f has no finite
asymptotic values. Furthermore, we may assume that each Γn does not meet
any of the critical values of f .
LetWn denote the bounded complementary component of Γn. ThenWn contains
Dn+1 and hence f(Dn) by (4.1). Thus there is a component Vn of f
−1(Wn) that
contains Dn. Furthermore, f : Vn → Wn is a proper mapping, and since f is
transcendental we may assume that the degree of this mapping is at least 2.
Now V n ⊂ Wn. For suppose not. Then since ∂Dn+1 ⊂ Wn and Dn ⊂ Vn ∩Dn+1
we must have Vn ∩ ∂Dn+1 6= ∅. However, if ζ ∈ Vn ∩ ∂Dn+1 then it follows that
f(ζ) ∈ Wn ∩ f(∂Dn+1), which contradicts the fact that Wn and f(∂Dn+1) are
disjoint.
Moreover, Vn is simply connected. For suppose that Vn is multiply connected,
and let γ be a Jordan curve in Vn which is not null homotopic there. Let G be
the bounded complementary component of γ, so that G contains a component
of ∂Vn. Now since f is a proper mapping we have f(∂Vn) = Γn = ∂Wn, so
f(G) ∩ Γn 6= ∅, which is impossible because f(γ) ⊂ Wn and f(G) is bounded.
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Thus Vn is indeed simply connected, and since Γn meets no critical values of f ,
∂Vn is a smooth Jordan curve.
This establishes that, for each n ∈ N, the triple (f ;Vn,Wn) is a polynomial-like
mapping. Furthermore, it follows from the construction that the sequences (Vn)
and (Wn) have the properties in Definition 1.2. This completes the proof. 
We now turn to Theorem 1.7, which gives a sufficient condition for a transcenden-
tal entire function to be strongly polynomial-like, and lists a number of classes
of functions for which this condition holds. The sufficient condition is proved in
the following lemma.
Lemma 4.1. A transcendental entire function f is strongly polynomial-like if
there exists an unbounded sequence (rn) of positive real numbers such that
m(rn, f) > rn, for n ∈ N.
Proof. We may assume without loss of generality that the sequence (rn) is strictly
increasing. Putting Dn = {z : |z| < rn}, we then have Dn ⊂ Dn+1, for n ∈ N,
and
⋃
n∈NDn = C. Moreover, since a transcendental entire function always has
points of period 2, f(∂Dn) must surround Dn for sufficiently large n. The result
now follows from Theorem 1.6. 
To complete the proof of Theorem 1.7, we discuss in turn each of the four classes
of functions listed in the theorem and show that they meet the condition in
Lemma 4.1.
First, we consider transcendental entire functions with a multiply connected
Fatou component (Theorem 1.7(a)). We state some results on such components
which are useful here and in subsequent sections of this paper.
The basic properties of multiply connected Fatou components for a transcenden-
tal entire function were proved by Baker.
Lemma 4.2. [2, Theorem 3.1] Let f be a transcendental entire function and let
U be a multiply connected Fatou component. Then
• fn(U) is bounded for any n ∈ N,
• fn+1(U) surrounds fn(U) for large n, and
• dist(0, fn(U))→∞ as n→∞.
Later results have shown that the iterates of a multiply connected Fatou compo-
nent eventually contain very large annuli. The following special case of a result
of Zheng [40] is quoted in this form by Bergweiler, Rippon and Stallard in [12].
Lemma 4.3. Let f be a transcendental entire function with a multiply connected
Fatou component U . If A ⊂ U is a domain containing a closed curve that is not
null-homotopic in U then, for sufficiently large n ∈ N,
fn(U) ⊃ fn(A) ⊃ {z ∈ C : αn < |z| < βn},
where βn/αn →∞ as n→∞.
Maintaining the notation of Lemmas 4.2 and 4.3, it follows that, for sufficiently
large n,
fn+1(U) surrounds fn(U) which contains {z ∈ C : αn < |z| < βn}.
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Thus, for these values of n, m(r, f) > r whenever αn < r < βn, so the condition
in Lemma 4.1 is satisfied.
Next, we consider transcendental entire functions of growth not exceeding or-
der 1
2
, minimal type (Theorem 1.7(b)). If M(r, f) := max {|f(z)| : |z| = r}, the
order ρ(f) and the type τ(f) of an entire function f are defined by
ρ(f) := lim sup
r→∞
log logM(r, f)
log r
,
and
τ(f) := lim sup
r→∞
logM(r, f)
rρ
.
If τ(f) = 0, f is said to be of minimal type.
The following lemma implies Theorem 1.7(b) immediately.
Lemma 4.4. Let f be a transcendental entire function of growth not exceeding
order 1
2
, minimal type, and let n ∈ {0, 1, . . .}. Then
lim sup
r→∞
m(r, f)
rn
=∞.
This well-known result is proved for the case n = 0 and ρ(f) < 1
2
in [37, p. 274].
The proof in the case of order 1
2
, minimal type, is similar, and the case n > 0
follows by a standard argument; see, for example, [18, p.193].
Finally, we consider transcendental entire functions of finite order and with Fabry
gaps (Theorem 1.7(c)) or with a sufficiently strong version of the pits effect
(Theorem 1.7(d)).
A transcendental entire function f has Fabry gaps if
f(z) =
∞∑
k=0
akz
nk ,
where nk/k →∞ as k →∞. Loosely speaking, a function exhibits the pits effect
if it has very large modulus except in small regions (pits) around its zeros. For
further details of the pits effect, we refer to the discussion in [31, Section 8].
It is noted in [31, Section 8] that, if f has finite order and Fabry gaps, or if f
exhibits a sufficiently strong version of the pits effect, then for some p > 1 and
all sufficiently large r
(4.2) there exists r′ ∈ (r, rp) with m(r′, f) ≥M(r, f).
It follows that, for these functions also, the condition in Lemma 4.1 is satisfied.
This completes the proof of Theorem 1.7.
Remark. It is noted in [31, Section 8] that (4.2) also holds for certain functions
of infinite order which satisfy a suitable gap series condition. Evidently, these
functions also are strongly polynomial-like.
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5. Examples for which K(f) is totally disconnected
In this section and the next we illustrate our results with a number of examples.
The examples in this section are of transcendental entire functions for whichK(f)
is totally disconnected. In Section 6, we give an example of a transcendental
entire function for which K(f) has a component with empty interior which is
not a singleton.
Example 5.1. Let f be the transcendental entire function constructed by Baker
and Domı´nguez in [3, Theorem G]. Then K(f) is totally disconnected.
Proof. The function f constructed in [3, Theorem G] takes the form
f(z) = k
∞∏
n=1
(
1 +
z
rn
)2
, 0 < r1 < r2 < · · · , k > 0,
where the constants k and rn, n ∈ N, are chosen so that f(x) > x for x ∈ R and
so that the annuli
An =
{
z : 2r2n < |z| <
(rn+1
2
)1/2}
are disjoint, with f(An) ⊂ An+1 for large n (we refer to [3, proof of Theorem G]
for details of the construction).
As noted in [3], f has order zero. Thus f is strongly polynomial-like, by Theorem
1.7(b). Furthermore, the construction ensures that f(x) > x for x ∈ R, so it is
easy to see that R ⊂ I(f). Since all critical points of f lie on the negative real
axis, it follows that none are in K(f) and hence that K(f) is totally disconnected
by Corollary 1.5(b). 
The function in Example 5.1 has multiply connected Fatou components. This
fact gives an alternative method of showing that K(f) is totally disconnected
by using results due to Kisaka [20] (see [26, Section 5] for a discussion of these
results). Recall that a buried point is a point in the Julia set that does not lie
on the boundary of a Fatou component, and that a buried component of the
Julia set is a component consisting entirely of buried points. In [20, Corollary D]
Kisaka proved that, if a transcendental entire function has a multiply connected
Fatou component and each critical point has an unbounded forward orbit, then
every component of the Julia set with bounded orbit must be a buried singleton
component. In [20, Example E], he showed that this result applies to the function
f in Example 5.1. Since, for this function, no component of J(f) with bounded
orbit meets the boundary of a Fatou component, it follows that K(f) ⊂ J(f)
and hence that K(f) is totally disconnected.
In our next example, K(f) is again totally disconnected, but this time f has no
multiply connected Fatou components.
Example 5.2. Define f by
f(z) =
∞∏
n=1
(
1 +
z
2n
)2
.
Then K(f) is totally disconnected. Moreover, f has no multiply connected Fatou
components.
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Proof. Since the zeros of f are at z = −2n, n ∈ N, f has order zero and so is
strongly polynomial-like by Theorem 1.7(b). Furthermore, for x ∈ R,
f(x) ≥
(
1 +
x
2
)2
> x
so that R ⊂ I(f). Since all critical points of f lie on the negative real axis, it
follows that none of them are in K(f). Thus K(f) is totally disconnected by
Corollary 1.5(b).
Now suppose that some component U of F (f) is multiply connected. Then, for
large n, we have
fn+1(U) surrounds fn(U) which surrounds 0
by Lemma 4.2, so that fn(U) contains no zeros of f for large n. However,
by Lemma 4.3, fn(U) contains an annulus {z : αn < |z| < βn} for large n,
where βn/αn → ∞ as n → ∞. Since the zeros of f are at z = −2
n, n ∈ N,
this is a contradiction and it follows that f has no multiply connected Fatou
components. 
In Examples 5.1 and 5.2 the critical points of f lie outside K(f). This is not
essential for K(f) to be totally disconnected, and in our next example all of the
critical points are inside K(f).
Example 5.3. Let f be the transcendental entire function constructed by Kisaka
and Shishikura in [21, Theorem B]. Then K(f) is totally disconnected. Moreover,
each critical point of f lies in a strictly preperiodic component of K(f).
Proof. In [21, Theorem B], Kisaka and Shishikura used quasiconformal surgery
to construct a transcendental entire function f with a doubly connected Fatou
component which remains doubly connected throughout its orbit. It follows from
Theorem 1.7(a) that f is strongly polynomial-like.
Now the construction of f in [21] ensures that all the critical values of f map
to 0, which is a repelling fixed point. Furthermore, each critical value of f lies
in the unbounded complementary component of at least one doubly connected
Fatou component that surrounds 0. Thus the componentK0 ofK(f) containing 0
cannot include a critical point, for if it did f(K0) would meet a doubly connected
Fatou component, which is a contradiction. Hence each critical point lies in a
component of K(f) which differs from K0 and is strictly preperiodic. It follows
from Corollary 1.5(b) that K(f) is totally disconnected. 
Remark. Recall from Section 1 that a transcendental entire function f is strongly
polynomial-like whenever the set AR(f) is a spider’s web (we again refer to [31]
for an explanation of the terminology used here). In fact, it follows from [31,
Theorem 1.9(a)] that, if R > 0 is such that M(r, f) > r for r ≥ R, then AR(f) is
a spider’s web for each of the functions in Examples 5.1 and 5.3. Furthermore,
it can be shown using [31, Theorem 1.9(b)] that AR(f) is a spider’s web for the
function in Example 5.2 (we omit the details).
For our final example in this section, we exhibit a transcendental entire function
which is not strongly polynomial-like, but for which K(f) is totally disconnected.
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Example 5.4. Let f be the function
f(z) = z + 1 + e−z,
first investigated by Fatou [17, Example 1]. Then K(f) is totally disconnected.
Proof. Recall that F (f) is a completely invariant Baker domain in which fn(z)→
∞ as n → ∞. As stated in [30, Example 3], it can be shown using a result of
Baran´ski [5, Theorem C], together with the fact that f is the lift of g(w) =
(1/e)we−w under w = e−z, that:
• J(f) consists of uncountably many disjoint simple curves, each with one
finite endpoint and the other endpoint at ∞, and
• I(f)∩J(f) consists of the open curves and some of their finite endpoints.
Thus all points in F (f) and all points on the curves to infinity in J(f), together
with some of their finite endpoints, lie in the escaping set I(f). It follows that
K(f) is a subset of the finite endpoints of the curves to infinity in J(f). Thus,
if the set of finite endpoints of these curves is totally disconnected, then K(f) is
totally disconnected.
Now it follows from [7, Theorem 1.5] that J(f) is a Cantor bouquet, in the sense
of being ambiently homeomorphic to a subset of R2 known as a straight brush (we
refer to [1, 7] for a detailed discussion of these ideas). Now Mayer [23, Theorem 3]
has shown that, if h(z) = λez, 0 < λ < 1/e, the set of finite endpoints of J(h)
is totally disconnected. Since J(h) is also is a Cantor bouquet, it is ambiently
homeomorphic to J(f). We conclude that the set of finite endpoints of J(f) is
totally disconnected, and this completes the proof. 
6. A non-trivial component of K(f) with empty interior
In this section, we construct a transcendental entire function for which K(f) has
a component with no interior that is not a singleton.
We obtain a function with the desired property by modifying a quasiconformal
surgery construction of Bergweiler [11], which is itself based on an approach used
by Kisaka and Shishikura in [21] (for which see also Example 5.3 above).
The construction uses the following two lemmas on quasiregular mappings - for
background on such mappings we refer to [29].
Lemma 6.1. [21, Theorem 3.1], [11, Lemma 1] Let g : C→ C be a quasiregular
mapping. Suppose that there are disjoint measurable sets Ej ⊂ C, j ∈ N, such
that:
(a) for almost every z ∈ C, the g-orbit of z meets Ej at most once for every j;
(b) g is Kj-quasiregular on Ej ;
(c) K∞ :=
∏∞
j=1Kj <∞;
(d) g is analytic almost everywhere outside
⋃∞
j=1Ej .
Then there exists a K∞-quasiconformal mapping φ : C → C such that f =
φ ◦ g ◦ φ−1 is an entire function.
In Lemma 6.2, log denotes the principal branch of the logarithm.
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Lemma 6.2. [21, Lemma 6.2] Let k ∈ N, 0 < r1 < r2, and for j = 1, 2, let φj be
analytic on a neighbourhood of {z : |z| = rj} and such that φj||z|=rj goes round
the origin k times. If
(6.1)
∣∣∣∣log(φ2(r2eiy)rk2 r
k
1
φ1(r1eiy)
)∣∣∣∣ ≤ δ0
and
(6.2)
∣∣∣∣z ddz
(
log
φj(z)
zk
)∣∣∣∣ ≤ δ1, z = rjeiy, j = 1, 2,
hold for every y ∈ (−pi, pi] and for some positive constants δ0 and δ1 satisfying
(6.3) C = 1−
1
k
(
δ0
log(r2/r1)
+ δ1
)
> 0,
then there exists a quasiregular mapping
H : {z : r1 ≤ |z| ≤ r2} → C \ {0}
without critical points such that H = φj on {z : |z| = rj}, j = 1, 2, and satisfying
KH ≤
1
C
.
We now give the details of the construction of a transcendental entire function
with the desired property.
Example 6.3. There exists a transcendental entire function f such that K(f)
has a component which has empty interior but which is not a singleton.
Proof. We first define a quasiregular mapping g and then obtain the required
entire function f using Lemma 6.1.
In Bergweiler’s construction [11], sequences (an) and (Rn) are chosen in such a
way that z 7→ anz
n+1 maps ann(Rn, Rn+1) onto ann(Rn+1, Rn+2), where
ann(r1, r2) := {z ∈ C : r1 < |z| < r2}, r2 > r1 > 0.
The mapping g is then defined by g(z) = anz
n+1 on a large subannulus of
ann(Rn, Rn+1) for each n ∈ N, and by interpolation using [21, Lemma 6.3] (see
also [11, Lemma 2]) in the annuli containing the circles {z : |z| = Rn} that lie
between these subannuli. We modify Bergweiler’s construction only on a disc
surrounding the origin.
First we define the boundaries of the various annuli we will need. Here we follow
Bergweiler precisely but we give the details for convenience. Set R0 = 1. Choose
R1 > R0 and put
Rn+1 :=
Rn+1n
Rnn−1
for n ∈ N. With γ = logR1 we then have
log
Rn+1
Rn
= n log
Rn
Rn−1
= · · · = n! log
R1
R0
= γn!.
Now define sequences (Pn), (Qn), (Sn) and (Tn) by
(6.4) log
Tn
Sn
= log
Sn
Rn
= log
Rn
Qn
= log
Qn
Pn
=
√
log
Rn+1
Rn
=
√
γn!.
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Setting R1 > e gives γ > 1 and so
Tn
Sn
=
Sn
Rn
=
Rn
Qn
=
Qn
Pn
> e.
We also have
log
Pn+1
Tn
= − log
Qn+1
Pn+1
− log
Rn+1
Qn+1
+ log
Rn+1
Rn
− log
Sn
Rn
− log
Tn
Sn
= −2
√
γ(n + 1)! + γn!− 2
√
γn! > 0,
provided R1 and hence γ is sufficiently large. It follows that
Pn < Qn < Rn < Sn < Tn < Pn+1
for all n ∈ N.
Now, again following Bergweiler, define sequences (an) and (bn) as follows:
an :=
Rn+1
Rn+1n
=
1
Rnn−1
,
and
bn := −
(n + 1)2
n+ 2
(
n+ 1
n
)n
an.
We will show that there is a quasiregular mapping g : C→ C with the following
properties:
(i) g(z) = z2 − 2 for |z| ≤ S1;
(ii) g(z) = anz
n+1 for Tn ≤ |z| ≤ Pn+1, n ≥ 1;
(iii) g(z) = bn(z −Rn)z
n for Qn ≤ |z| ≤ Sn, n ≥ 2;
(iv) g is Kn-quasiregular in En for n ≥ 1, where
En = ann(Sn, Tn) ∪ ann(Pn+1, Qn+1) and Kn = 1 +
1
n2
;
(v) g(ann(Sn, Qn+1)) ⊂ ann(Sn+1, Qn+2) for n ≥ 1.
Our mapping g differs from the quasiregular mapping constructed by Bergweiler
in [11] only in the disc {z : |z| ≤ P2}. Bergweiler’s mapping was set equal to
z2 throughout this disc (since a1 = 1), whereas our mapping is equal to z
2 only
in the closure of ann(T1, P2) and we have introduced the new function z
2 − 2 in
the smaller disc {z : |z| ≤ S1}. Thus Bergweiler’s proof that his mapping has
the stated properties applies without amendment to our mapping g, but we need
to carry out an additional interpolation between the functions z2 − 2 and z2 in
order to define g in ann(S1, T1). We also need to check that property (v) still
holds for n = 1.
To define g in ann(S1, T1) we apply Lemma 6.2 with
φ1(z) = z
2 − 2, φ2(z) = z
2, r1 = S1 and r2 = T1.
Evidently k = 2 in Lemma 6.2, so (6.1) becomes∣∣∣∣log(T 21 e2iyT 21 S
2
1
S21e
2iy − 2
)∣∣∣∣ = ∣∣∣∣log(1− 2S21 e−2iy
)∣∣∣∣ .
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Now as y runs through the interval (−pi, pi], the point z = 1−
2
S21
e−2iy traces out
a small circle with centre 1 (note that S1 > eR1 > e
2). Thus for such z we have
|z| ≤ 1 +
2
S21
and
| arg z| ≤ sin−1
2
S21
≤
pi
S21
,
so log |z| <
2
S21
and
| log z| <
√
4
S41
+
pi2
S41
<
4
e4
.
It follows that (6.1) is satisfied with δ0 =
4
e4
.
Moreover for j = 1, (6.2) becomes∣∣∣∣z ddz
(
log
z2 − 2
z2
)∣∣∣∣ = 4|z2 − 2|
where z = S1e
iy. But
4
|z2 − 2|
≤
4
S21 − 2
<
4
e4 − 2
so that (6.2) is satisfied with δ1 =
4
e4 − 2
. For j = 2, (6.2) is satisfied for any
δ1 > 0.
With these values of δ0 and δ1, (6.3) gives
C = 1−
1
2
(
4
e4 log(T1/S1)
+
4
e4 − 2
)
>
1
2
.
It follows that there exists a quasiregular mapping
H : {z : S1 ≤ |z| ≤ T1} → C \ {0}
without critical points such that H(z) = z2 − 2 on {z : |z| = S1} and H(z) = z
2
on {z : |z| = T1}, satisfying
KH ≤ 2.
Thus, putting g(z) = H(z) in ann(S1, T1) we see that (iv) holds for all z ∈ E1,
since our definition of g coincides with Bergweiler’s on ann(P2, Q2).
Next, we check that (v) still holds for z ∈ ann(S1, Q2). Since our quasiregular
mapping g agrees with Bergweiler’s on {z : |z| = Q2}, his argument that |g(z)| ≤
Q3 for z ∈ ann(S1, Q2) (which uses the maximum principle) continues to hold.
It therefore remains to show that, for such z, we have |g(z)| ≥ S2.
Now g has no zeros in ann(S1, Q2) so if z ∈ ann(S1, Q2) we have
|g(z)| ≥ min
|ζ|=S1
|ζ2 − 2| ≥ S21 − 2,
by the minimum principle. Moreover, since R1 = e
γ we have S1 = R1e
√
γ = eγ+
√
γ
by (6.4), and therefore
|g(z)| ≥ e2γ+2
√
γ − 2
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for z ∈ ann(S1, Q2). Now
log
S2
R1
= log
R2
R1
+ log
S2
R2
= γ +
√
2γ,
so that S2 = R1e
γ+
√
2γ = e2γ+
√
2γ . It follows that we can ensure that |g(z)| > S2
for z ∈ ann(S1, Q2) by choosing γ sufficiently large, and (v) will then still hold.
Our mapping g and the sets Ej , j ∈ N, therefore meet the conditions of Lemma
6.1, and we conclude that there exists a K∞-quasiconformal mapping φ : C→ C
such that f = φ ◦ g ◦ φ−1 is an entire function. Now it follows from (v) that
gn(z) →∞ as n→∞ for z ∈ ann(S1, Q2). However, inside the disc {z : |z| ≤ S1}
the iterates of g are the iterates of z2 − 2. In particular, the interval [−2, 2] is
invariant under iteration by g and contains the critical point 0, whilst for all
z ∈ {z : |z| ≤ S1} \ [−2, 2] there must be some N ∈ N such that |g
N(z)| > S1.
It follows that φ(ann(S1, Q2)) lies in a multiply connected component U of F (f),
whilst φ([−2, 2]) is an invariant Jordan arc which is a subset of a component K
of K(f) containing a critical point. Now suppose that K contains some point
w /∈ φ([−2, 2]). Then there exists N ∈ N such that fN(w) lies outside the image
under φ of the disc {z : |z| ≤ S1}. However, as f
N(K) is connected, this
means that fN(K) meets U , which is a contradiction since U ⊂ I(f) by Lemma
4.2. Thus K is a component of K(f) with empty interior. This completes the
proof. 
Remarks. 1. It follows from [26, Theorem 1.1(c)] that every neighbourhood of K
contains a multiply connected Fatou component that surrounds K, and that
K is a buried component of J(f). Since f is strongly polynomial-like, there
are at most countably many components of K(f) with empty interior that are
not singletons by Corollary 1.5(a).
2. Since we have modified Bergweiler’s construction only inside the disc {z : |z| ≤
P2}, the conclusions of [11] still hold, and f has both simply and multiply
connected wandering Fatou components.
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